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Executive Summary
Funding local sites and neighborhoods is a highly impactful strategy for building community

resilience, but often the least funded. Billions of dollars more funding needs to land to rebuild the heart
of our communities. Community steward networks can use collaborative funding systems to channel

significant capital to grassroots groups using inclusive programs that bridge divides.

Thank you for joining us on the journey to develop collaborative funding systems to fund the local
resilience work of grassroots community groups that know best what their community needs.  We
define collaborative funding as raising and distributing funds across a network of community
organizations with aligned values using collaborative governance (decision-making).  Collaborative
funding moves money in ways that build shared community wealth and leadership.

This report is a practical orientation for community-based organizations and networks interested in
developing collaborative funding systems in partnership with ally funders. The executive summary is
a standalone overview, while the report provides more specific information, examples, and resources
to help people understand what’s really involved and how to take their next step.

The report was developed by a five woman (3 BIPOC, 2 white) team sponsored by the Thriving
Resilient Communities Collaboratory. We hope you find it useful and welcome your feedback.

Why this Fund: Grassroots Fund Challenges
❖ Historically government funding rarely “trickles down” to the grassroots. Many

government and foundation grants have cumbersome applications that are out of
reach for grassroots groups.

❖ Much of state and federal funding tends to be for their purposes such as infrastructure
for disaster preparedness, rather than for work the communities themselves decide
they want.

❖ Decisions for foundation funds are most often made by a small group of program
officers who do not have relationships with grantees.

Grassroots Fund Design Goals
❖ To raise funds through both private and public dollars, from governmental agencies

and municipalities to individual donors and businesses
❖ To distribute funds to placed-based projects and community groups, prioritizing

designated resilience hubs and neighborhoods. Funds can be used for a variety of
needs, from infrastructure to capacity building to community building events.
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Summary of Fund Model Principles & Elements

Principles: Just Transition, Community Resilience Hubs
Fund principles follow the path of a “Just Transition,” which our friends at Movement Generation have
described as a path “towards Ecological Justice that does not separate humans from nature, or social
equity from ecological integrity.” Collaborative funding follows this path by practicing representative or
deep democracy, where people affected by a funding decision have a voice in making that decision.

The Fund also builds a Just Transition by using the Resilience Hubs model developed by the Urban
Sustainability Directors Network as a guideline for funding community-led resilience work.  Resilience
Hubs are focused on shifting power to the community. They bring people together across divides to
build community, support emergency preparedness/response, and develop climate and sustainability
programs.

Elements
Fundraising Guidelines

❖ Any funder or nonprofit can create or fund a Just Resilience Fund
❖ $10,000 minimum to be worth the shared governance effort and costs

Steward Governance
❖ An accessible application and evaluation process
❖ Design team who coordinates the collaborative funding process
❖ Community Grant Committee that makes the final decisions
❖ Community readers who read and evaluate applications (sometimes)

Funding Structures
❖ Finance infrastructure & administration
❖ Grant cycle priorities and timing

Recommended resources can be found at the end of the report.
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Introduction
The Vision
The vision of a Just Resilience Grassroots Fund is to pool funds from business, government, and
public funders and redistribute them through an equitable and democratic collaborative funding
process to place-based and regenerative projects that serve the whole community.

By collaborative funding, we mean raising and distributing funds across a community network of
organizations with aligned values and missions using collaborative governance (decision-making).
Collaborative funding within philanthropy is also called participatory grantmaking or shared gifting.

This resource is meant to be a model and resource guide to community-based organizations  and
networks developing collaborative funding systems in partnership with ally funders. Through this
collaborative funding journey together, the community stewards (folks who usually need funds) and
capital stewards (folks who have funds) can become community capital stewards,

About the Model Team
An all-women (3 BIPOC and 2 white)  team developed the original model during a 2021 action
learning lab sponsored by the Thriving Resilient Communities Collaboratory (TRCC).  The team
reviewed the design with a focus group from the NorCal Resilience Network (NCRN) Resilience Hubs
Leadership Training Program. This 8-month program involved 275 participants and 16 government
partners to support 50 sites to become resilience hubs, neighborhoods, and spaces.

We are grateful to the Grassroots Fund for their mentorship about their excellent collaborative fund
model. We thank TRCC for their support and collaborative funding experience.

“Open Source” Living Model
This is an “open source” creative commons model that you are warmly invited to use. Communities
need every chance they can get to practice sharing resources for the common good.

As team members and allies pilot the design in their diverse networks, we expect this living model to
evolve with lived experience.
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Theory of Change

Commitment to Just Transition Principles
Taj James (Full Spectrum Capital Partners) summarizes Just Transition as the shift from exploitation
and extraction to resilience, regeneration, and interdependence. The Just Resilience Grassroots
Fund design embeds many of the framework’s core principles including: Self-determination, Equitable
Redistribution of Resources and Power, Building what we need now, and Solidarity.

Community Resilience Hubs

According to the Institute for Sustainable Communities,
community resilience is the ability of people, institutions,
and systems to manage shocks and stressors and build
stronger, more prosperous communities. Resilience
requires a whole systems approach that gets right to the
root causes of issues instead of just the symptoms. For
example, instead of feeding someone a fish, a systemic
approach teaches someone and their neighbors to fish,
while protecting the local fishing hole and water sources.

We recommend using the Resilience Hubs model developed by the Urban Sustainability Directors
Network as a guideline for funding community-led resilience work.  Resilience Hubs are focused on
shifting power to the community and provide services and programming to communities year-round
as well as in times of disasters or emergencies.

Hubs are community-serving facilities augmented to support residents, coordinate communication,
distribute resources, and reduce pollution while enhancing quality of life year-round. Hubs can meet a
wide range of physical and social goals by using a trusted physical space such as a community
center, recreation facility, or multi-family housing building as well as surrounding infrastructure such
as a vacant lot, community park, or local business. Here are some useful Resources.

Foundations, states, and the federal government are increasingly committed to supporting
community-led resilience.  In 2022, California has allocated close to $13 billion dollars for resilience
projects, including $100 million dollars for Community Resilience Centers. The model can serve as a
template for multiple funds to distribute large-scale funding to grassroots resilience-building projects.
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Spotlight on Resilience Hubs
These small and large hubs are part of regional networks in Northern California where we work.

North Bay: Daily Acts catalyzes hundreds of sites.
For example, Daily Acts partnered with
Charles Street Village, a Burbank Housing
affordable housing senior residency, to
support their efforts to grow food on site by
converting a 650 square foot lawn into a
water-wise edible habitat garden.

Cooperation humboldt

East Bay: NorCal Resilience Network case studies

South Bay: Veggielution of the Si Se Puede Collective
Veggielution connects people from diverse
backgrounds through food and farming to build
community in East San Jose.

Investing in Transformative Network Leadership
Collaboration is an essential part of systems change, yet it takes time and money. The investment in
collaborative funding is critical place-based network development, not just fund administration
overhead.  Because the ultimate goal is a regenerative or solidarity economy that is as decentralized,
diverse, and locally anchored as possible, acting systemically to help this economy emerge requires
new models of organizing and funding. Collaborative funding provides critical capacity building
support for resilience leaders and their organizations.

Collaborative funding is an investment in trusted relationships between community stewards and
capital stewards who get to know, learn from, and support each other. They learn more about what
their colleagues are up to, leading to deeper relationships, valuable mutual feedback, and often future
teamwork. Community leaders develop participatory leadership experience and organization skills in
the rare transparency of reviewing others’ proposals and budgets. Leaders also participate in each
others’ training’s on antiracism, organizing, etc. At the community network level, leaders can better
see their own work as part of an ecosystem, highlighting gaps and opportunities.
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Collaborative Funding System Model
There are three main elements in a collaborative funding system. Using Dr Meehan’s natural
ecosystem model shown HERE, money is energy water that rains down from the clouds and comes
up through the roots of a forest. A collaborative funding system is a pool of money water organized by
and for a community action network. The network raises, stewards, and flows the money to support
the network’s groups of trees and plants.

Raising the Money Rain
from the Money Clouds
Integrated capital from philanthropic
foundations and donors, private
governments, and business is
necessary to nourish community
resilience.  Philanthropy alone can’t
do the job. Funding grassroots
groups is a challenge for large
funders who may not have the
relationships on the ground.

The special rain cloud opportunity
and challenge is that funders share
or cede their authority for exactly
where the rain falls.

Stewarding The Funding Pool Steward Network
● Community funds for the community, decided by the community
● Strengthen community resilience by developing neighborhood-based sites
● Shift the balance of power so that grassroots groups are front and center
● Participatory process gives equal power - ensures that decisions are community-led
● Participatory process builds community and develops leaders - it’s not just administration!

Flowing The Funding Pool and Rivers
Flowing is the infrastructure and operation of the funding cycle: priorities, geographies, funding cycle
timing, grant size, etc. Collaborative funding can add complexity to funding structures when it involves
multiple funders re-granting to multiple organizations or projects. A single CBO or funder can shift its
own finance structure to create a funding flow to re-grant to multiple organizations.
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The Just Resilience Grassroots Fund Model
Raising the Funds - How to Develop the Fund

The Fund can be developed by any organization, typically a nonprofit or foundation, who can receive
funds from private and public sources to be collaboratively re-distributed to other nonprofits and
sometimes ad-hoc groups. Capital from any private investor or donor, business, foundation,
government agency, or crowdfunder can be directed to this kind of collaborative fund. Our goal is
inspiring more funders and nonprofits to develop collaborative funds in their regions and issue areas.

For example, the Grassroots Fund began in 1996 when four New England foundations created a
non-endowed public foundation “raising and distributing its funds each year focused on the local level
- reaching across issues and across state boundaries, breaking across issue silos and offering
network support to local New England initiatives.” How could your organization raise funds to share?

$10,000 is the recommended fund minimum to be worth the time and effort to organize a
collaborative grant cycle decided by a governance group. This size fund could distribute at least 10
grants of $500-1000 each, plus governance honoria. We recommend $20,000 minimum to organize a
grant cycle for $1000+ grants.

When funding $5,000+ grants, lean into more governance. Grants above $10,000 tend to be for
larger projects or organizations that involve even more governance.

Understanding that many grassroots groups/organizations need more funding than the numbers
proposed above, this model can be applied to funds that are $10,000 or more. However, the budget
and administrative capacity for the stewarding body would need to be scaled up. With more funds to
offer, grant applications may become more extensive for groups to apply for, and for the stewarding
group to administer. These are considerations that will need to be taken to account by the stewarding
body such as:

● Eligibility criteria and reporting requirements for applying groups/orgs
● Increasing the size, time commitment,  and funding of the stewarding body
● Review, Decision-making and disbursement timeline for potentially more extensive applications
● Fund disbursement requirements for applicants

Overall, this model aims to be used in the most impactful way based on community needs. Working
toward funding grassroots orgs/groups at general operating level can create means of increasing
capacity to continue the very important work that they are doing.
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Stewarding - Governance (Why, Who, How)
Governance is the golden opportunity and the toughest challenge of collaborative funding.  In
democratic participatory governance, capital stewards (with the funds) share or give up control of how
it is distributed, and community stewards (receiving the funds) become the majority or total voice in
how it gets distributed. This power shift is transformative for those who typically have funding power
and those who don’t.

Sharing funding power takes practice. It moves at the speed of trust. As one ally says, ““It’s one thing
to be sitting higher on a stool and giving out money. It’s another thing to be sitting on even lateral
stools and looking each other in the eye and figuring out how to distribute money among us, and
making space for the learning, healing, emotions, uncertainties and clarities that come from making
honest statements with each other about how money should be distributed.” This may seem edgy, but
it’s a necessary skill for communities where diverse neighbors have to make tough decisions to
equitably share resources. Developing this skill requires respectful listening, facilitation tools, and
time.. We recommend starting funds within communities that already have built some degree of trust.

Principles/Values & Rubrics (Why)

Fund principles, values, or guiding practices should be clearly communicated and used in evaluating
grant applications.

The Just Transition Framework is a principle, a process and a practice used in collaborative funding
and across community-based climate-justice-economy movements. The framework values filter is:

● Shift economic control to communities
● Democratize wealth and the workplace
● Advance ecological restoration
● Drive racial justice and social equity
● Relocalize most production and consumption
● Retain and restore cultures and traditions

The Climate Justice Alliance names six Just Transition meta-strategies: Fight the Bad, Change the
Rules, Move the Money, Build the Bigger We, Build the New, and Change the Story.

Grassroots Fund lists five values or guiding practices starting with Just Transition, Shifting Power,
Equity in Participation, Access to Resources, and Rooted Innovation.
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A rubric is a set of guidelines or an evaluation tool used to rate applications. A rubric is the same for
every application. For example, it doesn’t involve issue areas or grant restrictions. The rubric asks the
reviewer to rate each criteria at three or four levels.  Examples of levels include:

● High, Medium, and Low
● numerical range 1-4 (which makes adding up scores easy)
● Numerical alignment rating (not at all aligned, unaligned, somewhat aligned, very aligned)

Rubric Examples
Newer funds should begin with basic rubrics that are accessible for beginning fund stewards to use.
Examples include:

● Just Transition Framework values or meta-strategies themselves (see above)
● Just Resilience Fund Guidelines & Criteria (adapted from TRCC) The criteria include questions

for grant applicants to discuss in their applications and for reviewers to consider in their ratings

Funds whose stewards have practiced their common values over time can develop more advanced
rubrics. Examples include Create Young Leader Rubric (Grassroots Fund) and the Tzedek Brilliance
Awards rubric and organization awards criteria HERE.

Eligibility & Applications  (Who can Apply)

Eligibility depends on the mission and community the fund serves.
Any set of organizations within a community interest or geographic area could be appropriate.
Eligibility can be directly affected by finance structure restrictions such as geography or grantee
finance structures or budget (bank account, 501c3, etc).

Collaborative funding is an excellent opportunity to build community and to develop leadership.
Bringing people together to learn skills and to have the chance to receive funding to use those skills is
a powerful win-win. As the leaders allocate funding together, they develop relationships and trust
which continues into their community work together.

See Grassroots Fund’s eligibility criteria for their different levels of grants HERE.  Grantees are
required to have a bank account but do not need to have a 501c3.

Applications
Applications can be made in writing, videos, in-person pitch parties, or whatever format fits the
community and funder needs.  Application forms can be more basic or advanced depending on the
maturity of the fund and its community. Grassroots Fund Grow Grant Application Form is 11 pages.

Here are some examples of basic application forms:
● 2020 NCRN Food mini-grant form
● Just Resilience Fund Basic Application Form
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Stewards (Who Decides)
A seat at the financing table is a simple yet radical way to shift economic inequality to deep
democracy. Society today is often being driven by highly-resourced people or organizations instead of
harvesting community wisdom. Community-based organization (CBO) stewards can feel frustrated
when their visions and plans aren’t respected. Capital stewards can feel frustrated when community
groups seem to be duplicating efforts or not cooperating to address strategic needs. They may not
know how to invest their resources to create equitable community-based systemic impact. Steward
governance creates common ground for partnerships where community wisdom has the power.

Sharing Peer Power: Voices and Votes at the Table

Maybe the trickiest part of collaborative funding that needs careful attention involves exactly how to
shift power: both from funder to community and within the community. There are several roles in
sharing power in community-based governance. The names of the roles can easily change, but the
role responsibilities are present in some form across the peer steward models we are aware of.

Design or Operations Team
The design team (or similar name) decides what the grant process will be and organizes the grant
cycle. They design the grant application, the review process, and the grant cycle schedule.  They do
not make grant decisions. Instead, they create the container for the decision-making group (see
below) to make decisions. They do have inherent power in designing the grant process, particularly in
how they select the decision-makers, and should get community feedback on strategic decisions.

Design teams are usually three to five people. There should be representatives from the steward
community as well as people with experience with grant processes and ideally the key funder(s).
Depending on the community and funders, lead funders could be either an advisor or a representative
on the design team so there’s an easy feedback loop about situations that could affect the design,
such as eligibility constraints. Large grassroots fund managers like the Grassroots Fund have
full-time staff to fill the design team role with regular input from their grant community.

For continuity’s sake, it’s a good idea for at least one member of the design team to be a non-voting
facilitator of the grant decision-making group. Non-funders are paid an honoraria for their time.

Council, Grant Committee, or Review team
The Council (or similar name) is the grant decision-making group. They review all applications and
make the final decisions about who gets what funding. Non-funder members are paid an honoraria for
their time.
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Council members are the voices and votes at the table. The Council is where power and authority
shifts from funders to the community. The strong “super” majority of Council members should be
members of community-based organizations (CBOs).  Depending on the community and funders,
lead funders could have a minority set of members on the Council. The Council experience can be an
excellent funder education and relationship-building opportunity when there is sufficient trust.  Being
on a team with a majority of community voices is how capital stewards can become peer community
capital stewards. See this article about Dealing with Power Relations in Participatory Grantmaking.

Council size varies based on the expected number of applications and the size of grants. Five people
is probably a minimum size for diverse voices at the table for smaller $500-1000 grant cycles or small
numbers of applications. A dozen Council members require quite a bit of coordination.  Dozens of
Council members tend to require full-time staff to coordinate.

Models for choosing the Council

Council members can be selected using different methods chosen by the design team. Each steward
community will have its own unique way of determining democratic representation for them.
Community-based governance has its power dynamics just like funder governance, so it’s important
to consider term limits and conflicts of interest to make sure that authority is shared well over time.
Lani Evans’ report HERE describes several models for selecting decision makers (with case studies)
that are nicely summarized by Hannah Paterson (see pp 19-21 HERE):

❖ Representative Participation Models - Having sector experts, individuals with lived experience or
community members on decision making panels, committees or boards.

❖ Rolling Collective Model - All grant recipients are involved in the process of both receiving and giving
funding. Those who receive funding will then make decisions for the next round of funding.

❖ Closed Collective Model - Most appropriate for a small place or sector. Involves bringing all relevant
organizations together to collectively understand needs and decide how best to spend funding available
through consensus decision making.

❖ Direct Transfers - Looks to alleviate poverty by removing the middle organization out of the equation
with cash going directly from a funder to an individual with no application, monitoring or reporting. It
allows the individual to spend the money directly on what they need for their situation.

❖ Community Board Models - Where the whole decision-making board is made up of community
members, sector experts or individuals with lived experience. There are various ways of choosing who
these people are such as interview, selection or democratic election.

❖ Crowdfunding - Communities come together to fundraise & spend money on issues important to them.

❖ Open Collective Model - All interested parties, including applicants participate in funding decisions
through voting. This can be in person or online. Participatory budgeting most often uses this model.
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For peer funder-grantee funding design, we have most often seen Rolling Collective and Community
Board Models. Representative Participation is an earlier stage of having a voice at the table, not the
majority voice. Closed Collective can work well for small $500-1000 grants.

Readers (optional)
The design team can invite readers to review and rate 8-10 proposals according to the rubric in order
to provide input to the review team.   Readers can be a good role for funders to get familiar with the
groups they’re funding and to get experience in a participatory process.

In our experience, the added complexity and time commitment of a reader program is usually done
with larger $2000+ grant cycles. Smaller $500-1000 grants tend to be allocated directly by a group
(Closed Collective model).

Grassroots Fund has hundreds of volunteer readers for its Grow Grants cycles each year. TRCC has
had 30-40 volunteer readers for its grant cycles.  There is a desire to find practical ways to
compensate or reward large groups of readers for their time while still retaining an appropriate
balance between funding the collaborative governance process and funding actual projects.

Governing Practices and Tools (How)
There are many tested processes and tools available to help stewards govern collaboratively AND
effectively.  Here are a couple examples of decision-making tools and Council guidelines.

Consent CircleForward Toolkit

10 Guiding Principles/Practices for Peer Funder-Field Cohort Councils
The peer funder-field TRC Council model has developed key guidelines to balance power and protect
relationships. For more information, see the TRC Council White Paper.

➢ Love First, Then Money. Everyone’s work deserves the best support we can respectfully give
➢ Honor the Edginess. Allow space and time to digest and openly discuss power dynamics &

emotions
➢ Make collective decisions in “Heartspace:” circle practice, heartkeeper, consensus by

attunement
➢ Balance Voice Representation. Equal talk time/one vote per proposal
➢ Protect Relationships. Private ratings & votes, anonymous Council deliberation reports
➢ Step-out During Conflicts of Interest. No proposal vote if your organization is named in

proposal for funding or if you have a role in the governance of the organization (partner is OK)
➢ Pay Non-Funders. Support equal opportunity to play
➢ Use Time Effectively. Realistic organized agenda, good virtual tech, decide one step at a time
➢ Engage Community. Engage broad community in dialogue & reviews with Council authority
➢ Capture & Share the Story. Maps, reports & videos to share this leading-edge work
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Report Forms
Reports are an important means of feedback to learn from experience, especially when the learning is
available to the community. Reports should be short and a useful pause for the grantee to pay
attention to whether they got the results they were looking for and why or why not. If the funder needs
them, they should fit the real purpose they need them for: not just habit. Similar to the application
form, reports can use any format. They could be short videos or stories shared together in
community.

Flowing - Finance Structures (What, When, Where)

Fund Administration (What)

The Fund needs a legal financial structure and a way to receive funds from multiple funders and
distribute funds to multiple grantees. The Fund can simply be a nonprofit’s project managed like any
other project in their budget, or it can be a separate financial account managed by a financial fund.

The Fund can be run by any nonprofit so long as it has the capacity to handle the fund administration.
A nonprofit bookkeeper could manage a smaller fund with a reasonable number of grants, such as 20
annual grants totalling $100,000 or less.  For larger funds and/or distributing more grants, grassroots
re-granting nonprofits, foundations that administer special purpose funds, or nonprofits that are fiscal
sponsors for other organizations tend to have the financial capacity. Donor advised funds (DAFs)
seem like a good option to simplify accounting, but most require an individual owner rather than an
organization owner, and foundations and governments often cannot donate to DAFs. Please let us
know if you hear of DAFs that can solve these issues.

In an ideal world, the Fund is managed by a single organization which receives and distributes all
unrestricted funds. However, unlike a single organization managing its own funding flow, collaborative
funding involves multiple funders, who usually have a variety of funding priorities, processes and
cycles AND it involves multiple projects or organizations, which also have a variety of funding
priorities and bandwidth to participate in governance.

Let’s say the Council meets once a year to allocate larger grants, and a smaller committee meets
twice a year to allocate smaller grants. Let’s say one funder directly gives an unrestricted $50,000 to
the fund before applications are due, and another gives $20,000 to only fund energy projects. Two
months after applications are due but before the Council meets, another funder offers to reserve
$40,000 to the collaborative pool, but their board needs to formally approve each grant amount before
the money is distributed, so they can’t give money to a single fund.

Do the stewards run a different funding cycle for each funder each time another pot of money comes
in?  In general, no. Funding cycles should stay consistent or else it gets too chaotic. The capacity of
the organizations to participate in fund governance should determine funding cycles. Funders should
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do their best to adapt their funding timing and restrictions to fit the collaborative cycle. If there’s an
extra large or restricted pot of money, the design team can determine if it’s worth a special cycle.

Do the stewards say thanks anyway to funders with process constraints such as board approval for
grants? In this common situation, an aligned fund model is useful. With an aligned fund, the funder
agrees with the design team to reserve funds that they will directly distribute to groups based on
Council recommendations. Aligned funding allows funders to participate in the collaborative fund
when the timing of the collaborative grant cycle doesn’t fit the funder’s funding cycle, or when a
funder needs final board approval for grants. Aligned funds are more challenging to administer, yet
they can be a good strategy for new collaborative funds developing their funder partnerships.

Priority & Grant Cycles (When & Where)
As discussed above, the fewer funder restrictions on priorities or grant timing requirements there are,
the more simply and collaboratively the finances can flow where they’re needed. Restrictions are
often the case, however, in order for funders to satisfy their geographic or issue area mission.
The stewards need to work with funder allies to assess the best fit for the funding cycle(s).

When the fund is tied to an existing initiative such as a training class or community campaign, it’s
easier to align everyone on timing, eligibility, priorities, etc. Collaborative funding is a new thing for
many people, so the more it can be part of something they’re already doing, the easier it is to try it.

Two Grassroots Grant Scales
There is a common pattern of at least two scale of grassroots grants:

● Seed or Mini-grants   $500-1000
● Grow grants $1000-5000

As mentioned before, the bigger the grants, the more governance is required. It’s just not worth
investing too much of peoples’ time and energy to manage smaller pots of money for smaller efforts,
such as five people spending an hour deciding whether a project gets $700 or $900 for disaster
supplies. Keep it simple.

When you start talking about $2000 vs $5000 for bigger projects with bigger impact, then there’s
more bang for the time/money buck in investing time to understand the people and the project, to give
feedback, and to discern how that project best fits with other projects.

The different grant scales can either be run as one grant cycle where people apply for each scale of
grant, or they can be run separately.
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Conclusion - Recommended Resources
We are passionate about the power of collaborative funding to accelerate grassroots movements to
build thriving resilient communities. We all need practice sharing money rain for common good.

We hope you find this report useful.  We welcome your stories of collaborative grassroots funding.
Please contact Leslie at contact@thrivingresilience.org if you are interested in sharing your stories or
learning more about collaborative funding in the next TRCC Collaborative Funding Dojo.

Recommended Resources
We’re grateful to allies who’ve shared their time and talent. We highly recommend these resources:
❖ Grassroots Fund - respected grassroots funder elder with community-led values & processes
❖ Participatory Grantmakers Resource Library -  funding movement leaders - two great reports:

➢ Deciding Together Shifting Power and Resources Through Participatory Grantmaking
➢ Grassroots Grantmaking: Embedding Participatory Approaches in Funding

❖ TRCC Collaborative Funding Dojo 2021
❖ Collaborative Funding Systems Guide (in development)
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